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Emerging Managerial Remuneration Issues in India

globalization,  the executive's role have become highly critical and challenging to enable their firms to 
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increase which are evident in US corporations, but the widening gap between CEO and worker
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Managerial Remuneration: Meaning and Components

Section 2 (78) of Companies Act 2013 defines ‘remuneration’ as any money or its equivalent given to    
any person for services delivered by him/her and perquisites defined under the Income-tax Act, 1961 are 
also considered a part of remuneration. Section 17(2) of Income-Tax Act 1961 included the value of rent 
free accommodation given to the assessed by his employer; the value of any concession in the matter of 
rent respecting any accommodation given to the assessee by his employer; the value of any benefit or 
amenity given free of cost or concessional rate; any sum paid by the employer in respect of any   
obligation which, but for such payment, would have been payable by the assessee; any sum payable by 
the employer to effect an assurance on the life of the assessee or a contract for annuity; and the value of 
any other fringe benefit or amenity in the definition of ‘perquisites’. The entire amount of perquisites, 
irrespective of its taxable value, would form part of remuneration. Thus, managerial remuneration means 
the compensation for services rendered by directors to a company and it includes salary, perquisites, 
commission, benefits, and stock options.
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Managerial Remuneration – Theoretical Perspectives

(I) Economic Perspective : The theories which explain managerial remuneration from economic 
perspective are :

the sense of an ‘optimal contracting’ device to attain the specified objectives of the organisation.  
It depends on the functioning of each incentive.  However, if an incentive fails to contribute 
towards the increase in corporate performance, then the supporters of agency theory believe that 
some other mechanism, such as the presence of outside directors would make sure that 
shareholders’ interests are secured (Duffhues & Kabir, 2008).

’



organizational performance and enhance the shareholders  wealth. Executives  personal needs are 
automatically fulfilled by working towards the organisational goals (Schoorman, & Donaldson, 
1997; Daily, Johnson, Ellstrand, & Dalton, 1998; Daily, Dalton, & Cannella, 2003; Wasserman, 
2006; Andreas, Rapp & Wolff, 2012).

’ ’

(II) Sociological Perspective : The theories which have examined managerial remuneration from 
sociological perspective are :

Social Network Theory implies that executives  networking skills prove to be useful resources for 
the organization which ultimately enhance the value of such executives in an organization and 
thus, more power over the board’s decisions regarding their remuneration (Meyerson, 1994;       
O’ Reilly & Wade, 1996; Boyd & Finkelstein, 2001).

’
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organizations that are not tied to particular actors or situations (non-personal/objective)”. Peng et al., 

The board should also link remuneration of key executives and board members with the longer term 
interests of its shareholders and the company. European Commission (2009) has adopted a 
recommendation on the regime for directors’ remuneration of listed companies, which stated that 
remuneration policy should have due focus on the pay for performance and directors should consider the 
medium and long term sustainability of the company.  The recommendation encouraged member, states 
to ensure that the shareholders, in particular institutional investors, need to exercise their votes on the 
directors’ remuneration. It also provided that non-executives should not be granted stock options as a part 
of their remuneration in order to avoid conflict of interest.

In a report ‘Executive Remuneration 2015’ : Global Trends, non-binding vote on executive pay in US,
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mandatory to hold  ‘say on pay’  resolutions for the firms which owed money to the TARP  (Shearman

In UK, Section 439 of Companies Act 2006 deals with the approval of quoted companies  members for 
the directors’ remuneration report.  It provides that a quoted company must send a notice to the members 
of the company regarding the intention to move at the meeting a resolution approving the directors’ 
remuneration report for the financial year. In a remuneration report, remuneration packages of the 
directors are disclosed and a non-binding, advisory vote on pay is given to the shareholders. The UK 
Corporate Governance Code 2014 requires that a significant proportion of the executive directors’ 
remuneration should be linked with the individual and corporate performance. The remuneration 
committee is given the responsibility to frame a transparent procedure for determining the directors’ 
remuneration and the structure of the performance based pay of the executive directors. Department of 
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) in the UK issued guidelines in 2012 which included binding votes 
to shareholders regarding pay policy (BIS, 2012).

’

Unlike the market-oriented monitoring system of US, Japanese firms have adopted relationship-oriented 
system. According to the Commercial Law, the board of directors is responsible for determining 
individual executive compensation amounts. Then at the annual general meeting, shareholders’ approval 
must be sought for these amounts. Generally, executive compensation is paid in the form of cash salary 
and cash bonus (Kubo, 2005; Basu et al., 2007).  Kubo (2005) stated that remuneration of directors in 
Japan is generally determined as a proportion of the highest paid employees’ monthly wages.  Executive 
compensation in Japan is not considered excessive (Hayashi and Dvorak, 2008), rather objections are 
raised regarding the insufficient link between executive compensation and corporate performance in 
Japan (Hall, 2009).

decisions is given to the general shareholders  meeting. The Code of Corporate Governance for Listed’

remuneration of over Rs 1 crore (Pande and Dubey, 2014). CEO Genpact NV Tyagarajan earned Rs 49
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pay packages approved from the shareholders. Tata Motors  resolution for approving the remuneration’

remuneration of each director to the median employees  remuneration.  Krishnan (2015) reported that a 
fifth of the Nifty companies had pay gap ratio ranging between 100 to 200 times and Lupin’s chairman got 
1168 times the pay package of the median employee in his company during 2014-15.

’

promoters of their companies, such as Adani Port’s executive director Malay Mahadevia earned 
remuneration of Rs 10.38 crore whereas Gautam Adani got Rs 2.8 crore during the year 2014-15. This 
also questioned the role of the major shareholders and the promoter executives in the determination of the 
managerial remuneration.



private sector companies. Where private sector executives  pay packages have touched the figure of Rs’

the removal of the existing 11 percent cap on executives  salaries.  Government clarified its stand that as 
far as the remuneration paid to executives is justified, there should be no interference from the 
government.  If the purpose of granting higher remuneration is to retain the talent in the organisation, 

’
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Conclusion

then it is perfectly justified.  However, India Inc presented their viewpoint that the shareholders are the 
best judge for determining the executive remuneration. ‘‘Any new norms on compensation to Indian 
CEOs may set in motion a flight of talent and capital away from the country,’’ said Harsh Patil Singhania, 
the President of Industry Chamber of FICCI (PTI, 2009).  Ministry of Corporate Affairs has      
liberalised remuneration norms under the Companies Act 2013, which would allow listed companies and 
their subsidiaries to decide remuneration of executives without the government’s prior approval (Arora, 
2015).
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